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1 Summary 

· Teletext Is a public information system, consisting of a few hundred "pages". It can be 
viewed with any television set that is equipped with a Teletext decoder. 
One of the objects of interest In this experiment is the Philips 2B Teletext decoder. It 
has memories for Teletext page-numbers, to make Teletext use more comfortable. It 
appeared however, that many consumers do not use these memories. Therefore an 
entirely different user-interface to the same decoder is developed at the IPO. It is 
expected that the greater "seH-explanatoriness" of this IPO interface will promote the 
use of the memories by the subjects. 
The original Philips interface and the IPO interface to the decoder are compared by 
having subjects find information in Teletext. The results show that subjects with the 
IPO interface sooner try to use the memories than those with the Philips interface, 
but subjects with the IPO interface pose more questions during the leaming
process. Once subjects have learned how to operate the decoder, those with the 
Philips interface still make many errors, but those with the IPO interface have an 
almost perfect performance. However, the latter make less use of the memories. 
It is concluded tentatively that the IPO interface is beneficial if enough information is 
available during learning. 
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2 Introduction 

In this chapter we first describe briefly what Teletext is. 
As a reaction to some disadvantages of Teletext some manufacturers, among whom 
Philips, have created provisions or aids for working with Teletext (TT). We will 
disruss these in general. Then follow the description of the way that these provisions 
work in a current television from Philips (with the Philips TT-interface), and some 
problems encountered with the operation of them. In the last three sections we 
descri:>e the ideas behind the development of an alternative IPO Interface, what it 
really looks like and what the hypotheses for this IPO interface are. 

2 . 1 Description of Teletext 

TT is a public information system that is broadcasted along the usual television 
channels. TT contains for example news messages and information about sport, 
leisure and the broadcasting companies. 
The British BBC first started with TT in 1974 (although an experimert with a similar 
system had been conducted before in the United States) and developed a world 
standard (World Standard Teletext). In 1978 the Dutch Nos began broadcasts 
according to this standard. (This standard is by now world-wide accepted, except for 
Canada and France, who both have a standard of their own). 

Reception of TT is done with a television set, but a so-called "Teletext decoder- is 
needed. Nowadays the decoder is often built in by the factory. Apart from the costs 
for a decoder, TT is for free. 
In its present form TT consists of 200 to 300 pages of information, spread over eight 
categories. These pages are broadcasted one after another: It takes approximately 
20 seconds to transmit the whole cycle of pages. Via the contents on page 100 (see 
figure 1) the user can view a page by keying a page number or Index-page nurmer 
on the remote control (RC). Most users of TT only watch a number of favorite pages. 
TT is also used for amusement or for irregular Information needs (UIJlenbroek, 1988). 
Together with some other characteristics of TT this gave way to some provisions to 
be made for a more comfortable use of TT. 

2 . 2 Provisions for use with Teletext 

A number of manufacturers, among whom Phillps, observed how TT was used In 
practice and what its salient characteristics were. The main points were: 
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Figure 1. The main index of Teletext: page 100. 
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- the waiting time for a requested page (approx. 10 seconds) 
- users often view a restricted set of pages 
- users have to consult the same index page quite often 

Philips tried to make TT -use more efficient by providing the TT decoder with 
memories for pages or page numbers. Decoders are available with a memory for the 
next desired page (si111>lest decoder), but aJso with a memory for the entire TT 
contents (•high end decoders·). Philips has six different TT-decoders available now. 
Only one of them is of concern here, the ·2B-decoder". As the memories are 
supposed to make things easier for the user, the user-Interface to the decoder is 
very ll'J1)0rtant. The lnterf ace to the 2B-decoder is developed by the Consumer 
Electronics Department of Philips. It will from now on be referred to as the Philips 
interface. This interface, and an alternative one, are the topic of this experiment. 

2 . 3 Description of the Phlllps Interface 

The decoder investigated here, the 2B decoder, has two types of memories that can 
be manipulated by the user. 
First, with the •electronic page numbers• or temporary memory the user can select 
some page numbers from an index in advance. The page numbers don't have to be 
remembered and the pages are collected while the user is reading some other page. 
Second, often consulted pages can be stored in a permanent memory. 
In order to reduce the waiting-time, the next three requested pages are collected in 
advance by the decoder and then stored as screen-images to be Immediately 
available.QI course, a page can also be selected directly without using the memories. 

A key is present on the remote-control to go to TT, and another to return to television 
(see figure 2). Now there are three ways to handle pages. 
First, by keying in directly the required page-number. 
After the direct selection of a page-number by typing it, an enter-key (the •recall-key; 
on the remote-control (RC) has to be pressed in order to call the page. Typed 
numbers are visible at the top of the screen (see figure 1 ). Figure 2 shows the RC. 
After a while the desired page appears on the screen. 
Second, by placing several required page-numbers In the temporary memory. When 
a •store-key- is pressed following the selection of a page-number (Instead of the 
recall-key) the number Is placed In the temporary memory. The pages can be called 
with the recall-key. 
Third, In order to store a page-number in permanent memory a button has to be 
pressed on the 1V. Then the overview of all permanent stored pages appears on the 
screen. Now a channel number and the page number can be entered (see figure 3), 
and stored with the recall key.The overview disappears after pressing another button 
on the 1V. The pages can only be recalled by pressing the recall- key directly after 
entering TT. 
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The 28-decoder is available in television-sets for some 2 years now. During Its 
introduction neither of its memories was shown to be satisfactory (Stichting voor 
marktonderzoek, 1986). We will review in the next section Jhe problems that 
emerged. 

2 • 4 Problems with the use of the Phillps Interface 

It appears from the above mentioned market research that there are some problems 
with operating the 28-decoder: 

- direct selection of a page is not compatible with the standard decoders 
because an extra acknowledge (recall) key is req.,ired when three digits are 
pressed. This is not only confusing for users of standard TT, but also takes 
extra time. 

- more than half of the questioned users did not know of the existence of the 
temporary memory. 

- approximately half of the users did not use the permanent memory, often 
because they found It too cumbersome. (Stichting voor marktonderzoek, 
1986). 

The TT-group at the Consumer Electronics Division was interested in in1Jrovement of 
the interface to the decoder. The task to think out something better was transferred 
to the IPO where expertise on ergonomics in general and human-computer 
Interfaces in particular is available. 

2 . 5 -Development of an alternative Interface 

At the IPO a way is sought to make the interface of the decoder more easy to learn 
and sett-explanatory in order to promote the use of the page-memories by the users. 
As a starting-point a general opposition to the Philips interface is chosen: Its lack of 
feedback and transparency. Transparency here means that the user has a clear 
overview of his current situation and the steps he may take from there. How can the 
Philips interface be improved on these two measures? 

Transparency is probably the most difficult demand to provide in because It does not 
only apply to actions and reactions (like feedback does), but to the whole interface. A 
way out of this problem can be to use Direct Manipulating, a new mode of human
computer interaction that has been developed during the last years. A well-known 
example of Direct Manipulation (OM) is the •desktop metaphor", used In office
automation, through which a user can easily manipulate and file all sorts of 
doa.iments: flies, for ex~le, are represented by tiny depictions of a writing-bloc. 
Thus It is easy for the user to perform actions because objects of interest are 
manipulated directly instead of indirect manipulation with, for Instance, typed 
commands. 
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OM is mainly used for well-described situations with a restricted set of possible 
actions and objects. Its main advantages are its great "self-explanatoriness" and 
"leamability" (Shneidermann, 1982; Fahnrich and Ziegler, 1984). 
More formal characteristics of OM are: 

- continuous representation of the object of interest on the screen. 
- physical actions or labelled key strokes Instead of CO"l)lex syntax. 
- reversible operations whose effect is immediately visible on the screen. 

From these points, especially the continuous visibility of objects, it follows that OM 
can improve the transparency of the interface, provided a good metaphor can be 
found. Furtherrnore, due to using OM, actions as well as objects are displayed on the 
screen and the user is provided with an excellent feedback on actions performed on 
an object. 
The IPO interface is supplied with the OM-characteristics; the most i"l)Ortant objects 
will be the page-numbers. We will discuss the precise implementation in the next 
section, as well as the metaphor that is chosen for the IPO interface. 

The other demand to the IPO interface is an appropriate amount of feedback. 
Feedback in general improves the performance on a task. Two positive 
consequences of feedback can be predicted. 
From the available experimental results it can be concluded that for a simple coding 
task, as with placing TT page numbers in a memory, right/wrong feedback improves 

· performance (Fleishman and Quaintance, 1984). 
Furthermore, research about feedback on waiting-time for TT pages has shown that 
information on the expected waiting-time reduces the annoyance or irritation from the 
user (Planas and Treumiet, 1988). 

In the next section we will work out the practical consequences of the two just 
discussed demands for the IPO interface, for example how objects like 
page-nurrt>ers can be manipulated directly on a screen. 

2 . 6 Description of the IPO Interface 

Direct manipulation of objects on the TV screen is accon1>llshed with a cursor on the 
TV screen that can be moved around via a touch-pad on the RC. The objects 

manipulated are either the page-numbers on a TT screen or the headings of the 
pages themselves. Some commands can be given by placing the cursor on a labelled 
command-bar on the bottom of the screen. A select-key on the RC must be pressed 
in order to execute a command or confirm the selection of a page-nurrt>er or 
heading. The IPO interface is handled as follows. 
The RC has a key labelled "100" to switch to TT and back again to television (see 
figure 4). 
Direct selection of a page is compatible again with standard decoders. Selecting a 
page only requires the keying of its number. The typed number is visible on the top 
of the screen. The decoder then immediately starts looking for the page. 
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At the bottom of the screen is an Indication of the time (in seconds) needed to find a 
required page (for example "wait 9") to reduce possible annoyance of the user. If a 
non-available page Is selected, the message "no page xxx" is shown. 
Storage of a page in the temporary memory can be clone by pointing to them directly 
with the rursor on the screen. In the present experiment, the rursor is moved with 
four separate rursorkeys (see figure 4). By pressing one of these keys the cursor 
(two question marks) appears. It can be placed over a page number on the screen 
(see figure 4). A selection is confirmed by pressing the S(elect) key, which changes 
the rursor to a red square. A bar (that is a •softkeyj appears on the bottom of the 
screen with a label ·See next". It contains a red square for every selected 
page-number (see figure 5). The bar is always present as tong as the temporary 
memory contains one or more pages. The pages can be recalled by selecting the 
bar/softkey ·see nexr in the same way as a number until it becomes red. 
To store a page permanently one can select a bar labelled ·Preference". A ·stack" of 
all permanently stored pages appears, that contains only the heading of a page. It 
looks similar to a display full of journals and magazines in a book-shop. A page is 
inserted in the "stack" by pressing the Select key. It can also be moved to another 
place so as to replace a former page. 
To view a permanently stored page, the key "P" has to be pressed on the RC. The 
•stack" of pages is then displayed with a big question mark with which all desired 
pages can be put into the temporary memory to be seen (see figure 6 ; when storing 
pages, the question-mark is not there). 
Now that the ideas behind the IPO interface and its actual appearance to the user are 
explained, we will turn to the hypotheses we can deduce from these. 

2. 7 Hypotheses for the IPO Interface. 

The learnability and self-explanatoriness of the IPO Interface are stressed in the 
hypotheses. 
Learnability means here learning to use the memories in an optimal way, within the 
time constraints of the session. Learnability is an important measure of the •quality" of 
the interface because a tong or difficult learning-period can deter the user from using 
the memories (or even the whole TT). We consider the absolute performance level 
after learning to be less informative as using a memory is a simple manipulation that 
will rapidly reach the level of a motor routine. 
Furthermore, a central question In the experiment is whether people begin and 
remain to use the memories. A high self-exptanatoriness of the IPO Interface can 
help to achieve this. Self-exptanatoriness means here the extent to which It is 
obvious from the appearance of the Interface what It can do and how It should be 
handled. It Is assumed that with the presence of the bars and rursor on the screen, 
the more natural selection of pages and the presentation of page-headings, people 
are more prone to use the memories. 

., -- -
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Figure 3. The overview for permanent storing of pages with the Philips interface. 
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Figure 5. Selecting pages in the temporary memory with the IPO interface. 
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Figure 6. The overview of permanent stored pages of the IPO interface. 
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The experiment must show whether the following hypotheses relative to the 
leamability and the self-explanatoriness of the IPO interface can be confirmed. 

1 . This means that in the learning phase: 

- subjects are more readily aware they can use the memories 
- I they do, they sooner use them correctly 
- subjects make less operating errors 
- subjects pose less questions to the experimenter 
- subjects consult the directions for use less often 
- the requested information is more often found 
- the time to complete a task is shorter 
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2. Once subjects have learned how to operate the interface properly, they will use 
the memories spontaneously in the free phase, when they are confronted with 

the need for infonnation in a fictive real wor1d situation. They will do so with less 
errors or with less sub-optimal (but correct) strategies. 
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3 Method of Investigation 

It was desirable to test the newly developed IPO interface before It was colll)8red 
with the Philips Interface in the present experiment. This test is the topic of the first 
section. Then the method is explained with which both interfaces are compared. The 
remainder of the chapter is devoted to the experimental setup. 

3. 1 Test of the IPO Interface alone 

When developing new products it is very important to start with testing It as early In 
the production phase as possible. A feasible way to do this is to construct a 
prototype. This may well be incomplete: missing parts are simulated or improvised. 
The prototype is then tested iteratively. tterative testing is very useful if the final 
desired properties of a product cannot be predicted precisely: it is often too 
expensive and too late to make sensible changes to the product when it is finished. 
In iterative testing, a number of representative users have to do tasks in a well
controlled real-world situation. Then solutions can be sought for emerging problems. 
The prototype is changed in a way that is supposed to prevent the problems, and is 
tested again (Bury,1984). 

Preceding the comparison of the Philips TT interface with the IPO one, the latter has 
been tested iteratively In a pilot-study. A number of Ideas and problems emerged and 
as many as possible were solved (see de Bruijn, 1988). For example, the message 
"Wait" was not noted by many subjects and was therefore changed to flash. The 
directions for use were also developed in this phase. After this test the IPO Interface
concept was believed to be sufficiently mature to be compared with the Philips 
interface. 

3. 2 Comparison using a benchmark task 

Assessing the effect of a single variable, for instance the amount of feecl>ack given 
by a text-editor, makes it necessary to keep all conditions equal except for the 
investigated variable. Comparing two already existing devices, for instance the two 
TT-interfaces, Is different. What matters here Is the net effect of a bunch of variables, 
of which most can be unknown. This situation is typical when human-computer 
interfaces are tested. 

Recently an already existing method for testing lnterf aces has emerged Into the 
ergonomics field. This method is named "benchmarking" and has been used for 20 
years in computer science for comparing computer perfonnances. Be!'lchmarking in 
ergonomics involves comparing or assessing the perfonnance of a representative 
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group of users with an interface, on a set of standard tasks (this is the actual 
benchmark task). It is important that this set of tasks be as similar as possl:>le to a 
normal working situation (Gaylin, 1986). 

The best known applications of benchmarking are those of Roberts (1979, 1983). 
For text-editors she compared respectively the learning time for novices, the task
and error-time of expert users, and the functionality (the available functions in an 
editor) .There are however some different Implementations of benchmarking. 
Borenstein (1985) left out the learning phase because the results showed very high 
correlations with those from the expert-user phase. Whiteside et al. (1985) compared 
mouse-, command-, and icon-interfaces. They did this for novice computer users, 
users experienced with the investigated type of lnterf ace, and users with general 
computer experience. 

The present experiment with TT interfaces is also set up as a benchmark experiment. 
The teaming phase is maintained. It should reveal when subjects first try to use (are 
aware of) the memories and how fast they team to do so. The expert-phase is 
changed: performance-time is thought to be less important for occasional, domestic 
use. Instead of an expert-phase, the experiment contains a iree· phase in which 
again benchmark tasks tasks are fuHilled. The free phase is a test whether subjects, 
knowing how to operate the decoder, use the decoder optimally on their own behalf 
whenever this is useful. 
It is essential that the situation in which the subjects work is alike to the situation of a 
consumer who buys a television-set to assure that the results are relevant to a real
world situation. We will elaborate this in the next section. 

3. 3 Procedure 

It is ir11)0rtant to realize that the processes in the learning phase of an actual 
consumer may take a tonger time than is available in this experiment and may be quite 
different in character. ft is further likely that the explanation of the salesman is 
restricted in time or comprehensibility and coincides with other (distracting) matters as 
explanations on the operating of the television set, seeing products of other brands 
and paying the bill. The opportunity to practice in the shop under supervision of the 
salesman is limited: besides, most people do not like to read the directions for use. 
The learning process is strongly determined by trial and error, suggestions from a 
friend with the same decoder or more advice from the salesman. 
It Is tried in the experiment to imitate a realistic situation as mentioned above and 
compress ft in approximately one hour. This leads to the following procedure. 

The experimenter tells the subject he/she will have to search for Information in TT, 
and then asks for the subjects TT-experience, education, and computer-experience. 
The experimenter gives the subject a demonstration of TT in which he explains how 
TT is built up, what signs and color-codes are used, and how a page can be called. 
The subject then finds two topics on his/her own: one free choice and one dHficult to 
find page imposed by the experimenter. In this way the subject meets two problems 
with TT: the waiting time and the Importance of choosing the right category right at 
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the start. The experimenter checks if the subject actually noticed these problems, 
and then explains that the television set has provisions which could help to eliminate 
them. These provisions are the memories. 
The experimenter then gives a demonstration of the use and the operation of the 
temporary and permanent memory. This demonstration tries to sirrulate the actions 
thought to be done by a salesman in a shop. The uses the experimenter mentions of 
the teff1)0f81)' memory are: 

- several choices can be made from the index in case of an ambiguous subject 
- several desired subjects can be selected from an index at one time 
- the waiting time is reduced because pages are searched by the decoder in 

advance. 
- pages need not to be remembered 

The subject is involved as much as possible in the need to find the page. H the 
subject makes useful remarks or wants to see something else, this is done; but the 
experimenter operates the RC. 

Now the subject begins with the benchmark task of the teaming-phase, in which 
he/she may ask extra information from the experimenter. The experimenter asks the 
subject to read the operating instructions before posing a question. First come tasks 
with the temporary memory; then storing pages in the permanent memory and finally 
recalling those. Tasks are presented on a sheet of paper and the answers to the 
tasks are named aloud by the subject. 
The experimenter does not ask the subject to use the memories. Only if the subject 
fails to do so in the first task, the experimenter asks the subject to try if they could be 
useful. H the subject has not used the memories properly in the second task, the 
experimenter explains as much on the use or operation of them as is needed. The 
experimenter notes when and how the subject uses the memories, and writes down 
any mistakes or questions from the subject. It is desirable for a good interface that the 
time to team how to operate it can be as short as possible. Therefore the teaming
phase stops as soon as the subject has made correct (not necessarily optimal) use of 
a memory. 
The free phase should confront the subjects with a •real" situation in which they 
need information. Here the subject has to look up information in TT as is needed in a 
fictive situation written on a sheet of paper. The experimenter gives only non
directive answers to questions concerning the operation of the memories. Questions 
on the task or TT itself are answered. The experimenter notes II the subject uses the 
memories properly whenever these are useful. 

Finally, the experimenter poses the subjects some questions about working with TT 
(see Appendix 2), and eventuaHy why they did not use the memories, although that 
was profitable. 

After approximately a week, two subjects from each lnterfaaHX>ndition are asked to 
come back and are given twice a simHar task as they performed in the free phase. 
They are not told before that they have to come back later. This test gives a very rude 
impression of what subjects remember after a week. A week is longer than the 
longest period that lies between successive uses of TT (Uijlenbroek, 1988). 
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3.4 Tasks 

The tasks are meant to test the use of one memory, but the subject is free to use 
both were this is useful. 

In the learning phase the subject has to respond with explicit answers on TT topics to 
the experimenter, or an action. The questions for the temporary memory imply the 
choosing of two topics from the same index, and several indices for an ambiguous 
topic. The task for the permanent memory is to save an interesting page for easy 
retrieval later, and to actually retrieve it. 

In the free phase the subject must show how to choose several topics at one time, 
decide to store a page permanently and remember later on that it is available without 
searching in TT. The subject is not given explicit questions, but a real-life situation in 
which information is necessary. 

Tasks are presented on a sheet of paper. The retrieval of a page from the permanent 
memory in the free phase is dependent upon successful storage before of the page: 
if not, the experimenter asks something about a previously stored page. Appendix 1 
shows examples of the tasks. 

3. 5 Apparatus 

For the Philips Interface the original TV and RC are used. However, all the keys for 
special functions have been removed or covered. From the directions for use, only 
the part on TT has been copied, without explanations for the missing keys. 

For the IPO interface, a set of cursor-keys has been made from the available function
keys (these are renamed by software), with a Select key between them. 
All TT pages of one day are stored in a personal computer. The storage takes a lot of 
time so the information is a few weeks old. This is explained to the subject. 
The directions for use have the same layout as the original Philips one. The text is the 
same where possible. During the pilot study this text was already provided with all 
necessary comments. 

The subject Is seated in front of the television, on a distance of 2.5 meters. For this 
distance, the readability and overview of the screen are good. The experimenter is 
seated beside the subject. The room is lighted with fluorescent tubes. 

The experimenter measures task-times with a stopwatch and makes his notes on a 
writing-bloc. 
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3.6 Subjects 

The subjects are chosen from a file at the IPO and have already joined experiments 
before. They receive dfl. 11.25 for 1.5 hours work. 

Each interface is used by 1 O subjects, of whom 5 were men. Seven of them are 
younger than 30 years, two are between 30 and 50, and one is older than 50. Most 
people from the younger group are students. 
None of the subjects has any real experience with TT: a few have once retrieved a 
page long ago (approx. 1 year). However, in each group is one person who 
sometimes views one particular page. 

Subjects are matched on age and gender. All of them do follow an education, or did 
so. This is quite a selected sample from the population. The effect of this sample will 
be most prominent in the absolute results, for example the amount and type of 
operating-mistakes, and less in the actual comparison. 
A really representative impression of such measures demands a much broader 
sample. Such a sample is beyond the range of this experiment, both because the 
comparison is most important and because the sessions take a lot of time. 

3. 7 Data presentation 

Due to the small number of subjects, and the great variation of time scores, statistical 
inferences are not very useful. Differences in the numbers of performed tasks in the 
learning-phase are examined with a contingency test (Mendenhall and Ramey, 
1973); the number of errors and questions are tested with the Pearson chi-square 
statistic (Hays, 1981); the times to complete a task are compared with at-test. Only 
for the significant results the significance-level is mentioned; the other results 
should be seen as indicating a tendency. 
Most results are presented as diagrams or tables. 
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4 Results 

-In this chapter we discuss for each hypothesis from section 2.6 whether the results 
favour the Philips or the IPO interface. In the section on errors and questions we 
have a closer look at the types of errors that occur. The results of the interview and 
the retention-test are given in the last two sections. 

4 . 1 Notion of the use of the memories 

Whether people realize the use of a memory, is defined as the task in which they first 
try to use it. The use itseH may be incorrect. 

Diagram 1 depicts the number of subjects using the temporary memory in 
respectively the first, second or third task. All subjects with the IPO interface try to 
use the temporary memory after the hint io try using it". Three subjects with the 
Philips interface need an extra explanation before they try to use the memory. 
For both interfaces, only one subject uses the temporary memory immediately in the 
first task. For the Philips interface, this is the subject with (some) TT -experience. So 
for neither of the interfaces is the mere demonstration of the memory enough to 
persuade the subjects to use it. This is counter-evidence for the higher seH
explanatoriness of the IPO interface. 
The instructions to store a page for frequent later use, and its recall are so explicit that 
all subjects try to use the permanent memory the first time. 

Q) 10 p Philips interface > • ii • -----o---- IPO interface • • 
~ 8 • • • • a • • • - 6 • 
! • • • 
i • • • 

4 • • • 
i • • 
1S 2 
:::, 
Cl) 

0 
mne hrt e>eplanali>n 

pressure from the expermenter 

Diagram 1. Number of subjects showing notion of the use of the temporary memory 
(by first trying to use it) as a function of the pressure l"1)0sed upon them 
by the experimenter. The pressure Is raised in the, at most three, 
successive tasks. 
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4. 2 Correct use of the memories 

Correct use of a memory is defined as the total number of tasks subjects perform until 
they use the memory correctly (with or without guidance from the answers of the 
experimenter). 

Diagram 2 to 4 depict how for each interface the number of required practice-tasks is 
distributed among the subjects. 

A small difference here shows up for the te"l)Orary memory. For the Philips interface, 
half the subjects need two tasks to use it oorrectly, and half need an explanation and 
a third task. For the IPO interface, most subjects need only two tasks. A similar, but 
smaller, difference exists for storing pages permanently. This suggests that the IPO 
interface has a somewhat higher leamability. 

-a., 
> 
~ 10 
"3 
E 

+ Philips interface 
-----o-··· IPO interface 

:::, 8 0 -Cl) 

y 6 
:s-
:::, 
Cl) 4 
0 ... 
! 2 
E 
2 0 

1st 2nd 3rd 
prd,e-task 

Diagram 2. Number of subjects able to use the temporary memory correctly after the 
first, seoond, or third task. (Subjects stop performing practice-tasks as 
soon as they use the memory oorrectly). 

fl 
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CD 
> 
ii 10 Philips interface 
'3 -----o---- IPO interface E 
& 8 
Cl) 

\1 6 
"ZS ::, 
Cl) 4 
0 ... 
~ 
E 

2 

2 0 
1st 2ro 3rd 

ptcDice-task 

Diagram 3. Number of subjects able to store pages permanently after the first, 
second, or third task. (Subjects stop performing practice-tasks as soon as 
they succeed). 

CD 
> 
1u 10 Philips interface 

E -----o---- IPO interface 
,g, 8 
Cl) 

l 6 
::, 
Cl) 4 
0 ... 
f 2 

2 0 
1st 2r,j 3rd 
~ 

Diagram 4. Number of subjects able to retrieve pages from permanent memory after 
the first, second, or third task. (Subjects stop performing practice-tasks as 
soon as they succeed). 
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4 . 3 Errors and questions 

The errors that people make provide an irrl)Ortant cue to the seH-explanatoriness of 
an interface. 

Wickens (1984) makes a distinction between three types of errors: there are 
, mistakes, mode-errors and slips. Mistakes arise from a faulty understanding; they 
occur mostly In new situations, for Instance learning to use TT. Mode-errors are 
caused by inappropriate perception of or reaction to a mode: a slip is choosing 
erroneously the wrong one of two similar alternatives. The latter two errors occur in 
new situations as well in skiHed behaviour. An lnterf ace with low learnability will 
probably cause more mistakes (connected with comprehension), whereas an 
interface with low transparency will probably cause more mode-errors and slips. 
All three errors prevail in this experiment. Mistakes can be disturbing when the 
subject does not yet know the exact procedure; Ha mistake is not overcome, it 
causes disinterest or despair and the consumer may never try to use TT again (In the 
pilot-study, in which the experimenter was on purpose reluctant to give information, 
some subjects actually became desperate or almost refused to co-operate any more). 
Mode- errors and slips can occur even when the subject is well-practiced; then they 
become a nuisance in the daily use of TT, when people know how it works. Mistakes 
can then be expected to be rare, because the interfaces are relatively simple 
structures. We will try to see further on H there is a difference in the occurrence of the 
types of errors. 

It is difficult to compare directly the errors with the two interfaces because the 
procedures to handle the interfaces are dHf erent. Therefore errors are represented 
In diagrams 5 to 7 as deviations from the optimal solution-path for a typical task. 
If errors take the subject to a dead-end, the subject nearly always returns to the path 
by asking questions, looking into the manual or trying something else. Nested errors 
are not shown here because of their scarceness. References to the directions for 
use are discussed separately In the next section. 

For the teff1)0rary memory, It seems as if with the Philips interface more mode-errors 
are made, and with the IPO interface more mistakes. In diagram 5A. for instance, 
·choosing only one index· would be a mistake whereas •press recall, not enter-key
seems to be a mode-error or sftp. (The classification of an error may sometimes be 
debatable.) Subjects with the IPO Interface ask more questions about the teff1)0rary 
memory. 
For permanent storage with the IPO Interface somewhat less errors are made than In 
the PhUlps one. Most of the errors with the IPO interface (selection of only one page 
with the a.irsor: see diagram 5b) can even be regarded as an Indication that this way 
of selection appeals to the subjects. It is actually a sub-optimal performance, because 
selection with the a.irsor (into the terrl)Orary memory) takes more time than selecting 
it directly with three digits on the keypad. If this error is removed, the dHference in 
errors becomes very significant (P<0.005). However, slightly more questions are 
posed here with the IPO interface. 



press recall, 
not enter-key 

directly 
keying 

choose recall, but 
only 1 Index 

I t.m. empty 

1 

enter call 
2 Indices first index 

number 
1 

disappears I 1 Is t.m. empty? 

enter 
same page 

twice 
1 

enter and call recall, but recall, but 
press recall 

pages t.m. empty t.m. empty / 
first, then 

one by one J enter-key 

1 1 

enter call call key in 
2 pagenumbers both pages second index page number 

Diagram Sa. Errors and questions during the learning-phase for the temporary memory with the 
Phillps Interface. The bold arrow and line Indicate the optimal path. Errors are above it, 
questions are below it. Numbers denote how many times an error has been made or a 
question has been asked. Three subjects do not realize they can choose several Index
pages at once; so do two subjects when searching pages. Only two subjects have a question. 
"Choose only one Index" Is a mistake, "recall, but t.m. empty" is a mode-error, and "press 
recall, not enter-key" Is probably a slip. 
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Diagram Sb. Errors and questions during the learning phase for the temporary memory, with the IPO 
Interface. The bold arrow and line Indicate the optimal path. Errors are above It, questions are 
below it. Numbers denote how many times an error has been made or a question has been 
asked. As in diagram 5a, some subjects do select only one index-page (3 times) or one page 
(4 times) at a time. Many questions are posed here. 
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page 
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Diagram 68. Errors and questions during the learning phase for permanent storage of pages with the 
Phillps Interface. The bold arrow and line indicate the optimal path. Errors and sub-optimalities 
are above It, questions are below it. Numbers denote how many times an error has been made 
or a question has been asked. Confusion between the recall- and enter-key occurs often (5 
times). As for the temporary memory (diagram Sa), there are few questions. 
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Diagram 6b. Errors and questions during the learning phase for permanent storage of pages with the 
IPO interface. The bold arrow and line indicate the optimal path. Errors are above it, questions 
are below It. Numbers denote how many times an error has been made or a question has 
been asked~ Using the cursor to select only one page occurs often (7 times), but Is not a real 
error. This leaves only two errors. Again, as In diagram Sb, many questions are posed. 
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Diagram 7. Errors and questions during the learning phase for retrieving pages from the permanent 
memory with the Philips (left) and the IPO (right) Interface. The bold arrow and line indicate the 
optimal path. Errors are above it, questions are below it. Numbers denote how many times an 
error has been made or a question has been asked. The number of errors is quite similar. 
Again, the IPO interface elicits the most questions. 

see pages 
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Wrth the retrieval of the permanent stored pages few errors are made. There is no 
clear difference in errors here between the interfaces; both seem to include all three 
types of errors. The only difference here between the interfaces is that four 
questions are posed with the IPO interface and rione with the Philips interface. 

Concluding, only for permanent storage of pages the IPO interface is truly superior 
with respect to the number of errors. On the whole, the errors that are made with the 
IPO interface are less lkely to persist once the skill to handle the decoder is acquired; 
however, these errors carry the risk of causing disinterest in the use of the memories, 
or even the use of TT. During the learning-process the IPO interface elicits more 
questions from the subjects. 

4 . 4 Consultation of the directions for use 

References to the directions for use are discussed separately from the errors and 
questions because they are spread over a whole task. It is very difficult for the 
experimenter to note where in the manual the references are made. Most subjects 
do not read it carefully, but seem to skip it with their eyes. 

Table 1 gives an overview of the times the manual is consulted in each task. It is 
slightly more used for the IPO interface. The total number of subjects using the 
directions for use is somewhat higher for the IPO interface. This supports the 
assertion that subjects with the IPO lnterf ace need more information. The fact that 
they also pose more questions indicates that they didn1 find the information in the 
manual or dislked it. 

temporary 
memory 

store in 
permanent 
memory 

retrieve from 
permanent 
memory 

during the 
whole 

Phlllps Interface 

2 

3 

2 

5 

lea ming-phase 

IPO Interface 

4 

4 

2 

7 

Table 1. Number of subjects referencing the manual in the learning-phase. 
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4. 5 Correctness of task results 

Subjects are asked by the experimenter to name the answers to the tasks aloud, but 
they often take it for granted that the experimenter can read the answer himseH from 
the screen. It would have been better to let the subjects write down the answers, but 
this can disrupt a natural searching process. 
Nevertheless, the answers given are nearty always correct. Occasionally, a subject 
even searches for further Information on a topic. So there is no evidence to suppose 
that the smaller workload imposed by one of the Interlaces has a beneficial effect on 
the quality of information retrieval. 

4. 6 Task completlon times 

It is expected, as has been said before, that the interlaces do not show any 
detectable difference on the measure of task completion times because the 
categorization of a topic by the subject and the searching of a page introduce too 
much variability in time into the actual task times. As a test the task times for the 
tel'Tl)Orary memory (in the learning phase) are considered. This yields indeed no 
difference. 

4. 7 The free phase 

The hypothesis was that subjects with the IPO Interlace use the memories more 
often on their own behaH; and H so, more often correctly. 

The results can be seen from diagram 8, 9 and 1 O. In each diagram the proportions 
are depicted for the number of subjects spontaneously using the memories correctly 
and for those who do not. 
There is a small difference between the interlaces whether subjects use the 
memories. 
Beside this, a substantial number of subjects either wants to use the memories but 
doesni know, or knows how but deliberately chooses not to use them because they 
do not see the profit in the situation at hand. (Table 2 gives some reasons given by 
the subjects when asked why they did not use the memory). Considering the 
hypothesis of learnability and self-explanatoriness one would expect this 
•incompetence• and insight· respectively to be less frequent for the IPO interlace, 
but there is no marked difference. 

The teff1)0rary memory is used by two more subjects for the Philips interlace; the 
results of both permanent-memory tasks are almost perfectly equal for the interfaces. 
As a contrast, there is a striking dHference In errors between the Interlaces for those 
subjects who use the memories. Much more errors are made with the Philips 
interlace: most of them are mode errors, some are sub-optimal performances. All 
errors in the free phase tasks are taken together (most of them are made with the 
permanent storage of pages). They are summarized in table 3. The Pearson chi-
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square statistic is applied to this difference, although the number of observations is 
quite small for this test. It yields a high significance level ( P<0.001 ). 

Phlllps Interface: 

DidnT see other pages were on the same index -1 
Forgot the permanent memory - 1 
Suppose It Is faster without permanent memory - 2 
Suppose It is faster without telTJJOrary memory - 1 
Operation [of both memories} unclear - 1 

Forgot page was in permanent memory - 1 
Remember nurmer myself - 1 

IPO Interface: 

Will use the memories later perhaps - 2 
DidnT see other pages were on the same index - 1 
Prefer direct selection - 2 

Table 2. Reasons given by the subjects for not using the memories. 

Phlllps Interface: 

Temporary memory 
Store permanently 

Retrieve from 
permanent memory 

IPO Interface: 

Temporary memory 

Store permanently 

Retrieve from 
permanent memory 

-none 
- forget store-key after page-number - 3 
- press recall-key instead of store-key - 6 
- forget page-number when in overview - 1 
- switch to TV - 1 

- forget to switch from TT to TV - 3 
- press "call overview"-button on TV - 1 

- none (some select Preference first Instead of 
See next, but correct themselves) 
- learn page-numbers by heart, instead of storing in 
temporary memory - 1 

-none 

Table 3. Errors in the free phase. 
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IPO interface 

■ no 
□ yes 
fZ:1 doesn't see profit 
II doesn't know how 

Diagram 8. Distribution of subjects with respect to their use of the temporary memory 
in the free phase. Some subjects wanted to use it but didn't know how; 
others knew how but pref erred to learn page-numbers by heart. 

Philips interface IPO interface 

■ no 
■ no 

□ yes □ yes 
~ doesn't see prof it m doesn't see profit 
II doesni know how II doesni know how 

Diagram 9. Distribution of subjects with respect to storing pages In permanent 
memory in the free phase. 
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IPO interface 

■ no 
□ yes 
~ doesn't see profit 
II doesn't know how 

Diagram 10. Distribution of subjects with respect to retrieving pages from permanent 
memory in the free phase. 

4 . 8 The Interview 

To present the results of the interview, the answers from the subjects are 
summarized In appendix 2. 
Some results that are worth noting here are: 

- The manuals for both interfaces are mainly judged positively. 
- The function of the ·100" - key of the IPO Interface Is not always understood; but 

then it serves to switch both to TT and from TV. 
- The te"1)0rary memory is more often judged positively by subjects with the 

Philips lnterf ace. 
- The permanent memory is judged quite equivocal useful for both interfaces. 
- There is almost no difference between the Interfaces In subjects annoyed by the 

waiting-time, although the Improved feedback of the IPO Interface on this point 
predicts less annoyance. 

4 . 9 Retention after a week 

Three of the retested subjects had used the memories property during the 
experiment, but one subject with the Philips Interface had not (no other comparable 
subject was available to compensate for this). 
The three subjects use the memories correctly after a week as they did before; the 
remaining subject still does not use the memories. Apparently, the lapse of a week 
does not effect markedly the knowledge of the interface and the notion of the 
memories. Errors are not made during the retention-test. 
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5 Discussion and conclusions 

In this chapter we question whether there is an actual advantage to one of the 
interfaces. 
An explanation is given for the results as they are obtained. Finally, an attempt is 
made to draw some general conclusions from the use of the IPO interface. 

S • 1 Are the results In favour of one of the Interfaces? 

Self-explanatoriness 

Both the notion of a memory and its correct use provide an indication to the self
explanatoriness of an interface. 
In the learning phase, the permanent memory is used equally for both interfaces 
(apart from the errors that are made). The differentiation focusses on the temporary 
memory. Here the subjects have an alternative, namely to find pages by keying the 
number directly. Apparently every subject needs a reason to first use the temporary 
memory: a suggestion from the experimenter or one's own discovery of its 
usefulness. After this hint, the subjects with the IPO interface all use the temporary 
memory, those with the Philips interface do not yet. Also, with the Philips interface, a 
few more subjects need an extra explanation and three tasks to use it correctly. 
This could be explained by a higher self-explanatoriness of the IPO interface. Once 
subjects see the cursor on the screen, it keeps their attention focussed on selection 
of a page-number. But with the Philips interface, the subjects have to make here the 
deliberate decision to press the •store-key" Instead of the ·enter-key" they used 
thus far. Evidence for the self-explanatorlness can be found In the learning phase 
where the storage of pages has less errors and less deviations from the optimal path. 
Further support for the IPO interface comes from the few errors made in the free 
phase, with storage in the permanent memory. Finally, the mode-errors and slips from 
the learning-phase do not come back In the free phase, contrary to those of the 
Philips interface. One could say that the subjects are •gu~ by the IPO interface. 
Yet there is also evidence against the self-explanatoriness of the IPO Interface. The 
subjects pose much more questions during all the tasks of the learning phase. Most 
of them need facts, not procedural knowledge, and only a few of the questions are 
asked again later In the session. The higher number of mistakes with the ten1)0rary 
memory are another disadvantage. Perhaps these were the cause that less subjects 
(can) use the ten1)0rary memory further on in the free phase. The Unk with the many 
questions may be that the IPO interface is only beneficial if enough factual 
information is supplied with it. 
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Leamability 

The smaller variation in the number of tasks need.eel for correct use of the temporary 
. memory with the IPO interface suggests that its leamability is greater, or at least is so 
for more subjects than with the Philips interface. This is also indicated by the few 
errors in the learning-phase and In the free phase with the IPO interface, whereas 
subjects with the PhHips one make plenty of errors. 

So subjects with the IPO interface need more Information but perform better 
afterwards. Perhaps they learn more actively. Their questions are directed, thus it 
seems logical that they have a good understanding of what they are doing. 

· An applicable concept here is the user's mental model. It is, briefly, the Internal 
mental representation that an user has of a device, and that gives guidance In the 
interaction with the device. A mental model evolves through interaction. It is modified 
by the user until it can predict and explain sufficiently on the behaviour of the device. 
To understand, for instance.electricity one could conceive it as water In a conduit. 
The mental model is induced by the appearance and behaviour of the device. These 
in tum have been shaped by the designer in the form of a conceptual model. The 
design of the user-Interface to the device should be governed by this conceptual 
model. Only then can the total system be consistent, cohesive and intelligible to the 
user. The image that the user has of the system can now induce him to form a mental 
model of the device (Norman, 1980), but that is not sett-evident. 
If the conceptual model is consistent with the Image of the system and the user's 
resulting mental model, the user Is better able to generate and test hypotheses on 
the functioning of a device (Gerrissen, 1987; Norman, 1980). Of course, this helps to 
leam and use the device efficiently. 
This generating and testing of hypotheses is exactly what the subjects with the IPO 
interface do by asking directed questions. Apparently, the expression of the 
conceptual model of the IPO interface is sufficiently consistent and accurate, to 
enable subjects to form a mental model of Its operation. It is possible that the Philips 
Interface prevents a mental model from evolving because it is more obscure (less 
feedback and transparency) and hence, it has a less clear system-Image. 
What would this ifll)licate? If subjects must be able to test their hypotheses, they 
need Information that fits to the nature of the interface and the hypotheses. One 
could provide them with a manual that contains pictures of every state of the 
Interface. A step-by-step manual Is less convenient for an Interface that relies so 
heavily upon spatial orientation and hand-eye co-ordination. This Is supported by the 
pilot-study, In which a U>ject just did not manage to store a page in a memory, until 
he finally did it by accident. Having seen it once, he did not have any problems in the 
remainder of 1he session. 
But as people often do not read a manual, the new one with pictures should be 
tested in order to see whether it really prevents questions. It may appear, for 
Instance, that people do like to read a manual with many pictures. 
Can another ifll)lication be that subjects leam to handle a TT interface better If they 
are provided with an appropriate mental model of the interface? Halasz and Moran 
(1983) found that subjects whom were given an explicit model of a calculator 
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perfonned better on novel tasks than subjects without a model. Leaming a TT 
interface can be thought of as a novel task. A suggestion for further research is to 
figure out some mental models (see for an exarl1)1e: Kellogg and Breen, 1987) that fit 
well to the TT interface and then test whether one of them improves the rate of 
learning. This model could then be referred to in the manual, or even in a description 

• · of the features of a decoder (to increase the chance that people know of it). 

5.2 Postscript to the Nt-up 

It seems peculiar that the only differentiation in the notion of use and correct use 
(ifT1>ortant measures of seH-explanatoriness and leamability) of the memories occurs 
with the terT1)0rary memory. First, this may be due to the instructions. As the 
permanent-memory-task "save a page for later use• lrl1)1ies the use of the permanent 
memory, the subjects have no alternative. It would be better to induce the subjects 
somehow to use it on their own, but this is hard to do in so short an experiment. 
Second, the task for the temporary memory can be done perfectly well without using 
the memory (namely by direct selection). This lessens the need to learn and use it. 
Regularly subjects remarked, even after the session, that they did not realize the 
benefit of the temporary memory. 
The permanent memory and the instructions to use it are so obvious that differences 
In the subjects' notion of its use are not likely. But for the temporary memory, a 
marked difference In notion of its use is expected. It is also expected that the 
subjects with the IPO Interface sooner use both memories correctly. However, only 
small differences are found. Of major concern in this experiment is how soon 
subjects get a notion of the use of a memory. This irT1)0rtant factor also Influences 
when subjects are able to use a memory correctly. Why is the difference between the 
interfaces in the notion of the use so small? 
Five possible causes can be given. 

1 . The IPO interface does not irl1)rove the notion of use of the memories as 
markedly as was expected. This suggests that the way of presentation of the 
decoder-features does not strongly determine whether people will actually try to 
use It. To be more sure about this requires a statistically reliable sample, that 
should be at least five times as large as our sar11)1e (roughly estimated, as an 
adequate sample-size for association tests depends on the obtained results). 

2. The experimenter talks in the demonstration about terT1)0rary and permanent 
memory. as an analogy to the Philips manual. Unfortunately, these terms may 
have confused the subjects because the terms obscure what the memories are 
realty intended for. Better terms are respectively •scratch-pad" and •memory- or 
•overview-. 
It is unclear what the effect on the subjects Is. In general they have a better 
understanding of the permanent memory, whereas the terT1)0rary memory Is 
sometimes unclear. The latter term differs a lot from •scratchpad". Maybe the 
subjects would use the temporary memory right the first time when confronted 
with a rmemonlc name. The manual should also make clear that the memories 
serve a different purpose. In that case, differences could be more safely attributed 
to the interface itseH. 
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3. The experiment tries to simulate a natural situation, in which TT is mostly used for 
amusement. Hence the subjects are not urged to hurry or to be accurate. They 
have plenty of time to think things over, or have a closer look at the screen or the 
manual. And the searching-time for a page provides a "rest-period" as well. 
A certain amount of pressure to perform fast and accurate, may enhance the 
results but will violate the reality of the experiment; especially that of the leaming
phase. Time-pressure is realistic to the extent that people are not willing to spent 
much time on learning TT, because they consider It to be only one of many 
(stereo, flat screen, bilingual reception) features of their television-set 
(Uljlenbroek, 1988). For example, one could tell subjects they have one hour time 
to learn to manage TT, and see how much progress they make. 

4. The subjects are left free to use the memories, but to a certain degree. Only in the 
first task they have the opportunity to use the memories on their own behaH. Then 
comes a quite directive suggestion from the experimenter. It is preferable that the 
experimenter doesn't give any suggestions, but this can lengthen the session 
inadmissibly. 
The most natural way to investigate use of the memories is to observe how people 
use a television-set (with one of the TT -decoders) in their own living-room. This 
can be accomplished, for instance, by providing the TV with a recording mecha
nism that registers the use of the memories with regard to the total use of TT. 

5. For both interfaces, the demonstration of the temporary memory is not enough to 
make the subjects use it immediately. One reason may be that the subjects are so 
much occupied with TT itself that they choose to use the most simple way of page
selection. Another reason may be that subjects need some TT experience before 
they can realize the benefit of the terl1)0rary memory. A suggestion is to repeat 
this experiment with subjects that have normal TT In their own television-set. 

Another possible cause for the small difference In notion of the use and correct use 
of the memories, as well as for the lack of differentiation in manual-use, correctness of 
task-results, task-completion-times and retention, can be the specific sample of 
subjects used in this experiment. Because most subjects have an education, the 
results may suffer from a "ceUing-eff ect" (the "quick comprehension" or irained 
memory" of the subjects overrule all differences between the interfaces). But the 
difference In errors in the free phase does remain. 

5.3 Concluslon 

It is crucial that people start using the interface. H they don1 they will not discover Its 
eventual qualities. As to the temporary memory, the IPO interface can slightly 
improve this use. The present experiment does not allow more predictions. 
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Recall further that it appeared from market-research that the permanent memory of 
the Philips interface was not used by haH of the interviewed people, because it was 
too cuni>ersome to use it. The many errors that are observed in this experiment are 
in accordance with this outcome. Most errors that are made here are mode-errors and 
slips rstupid errors; that typically persist, even for skilled users. The almost flawless 
operation of the IPO interface, once it is learned, may cause that people adhere to 
using it. 

Once it is learned, the IPO interface is far superior to the Philips one with respect to 
the errors people make. But it should be noticed that people need more (factual) 
information when they are learning to use it. They also make more mistakes 
(comprehension-related errors) during the learning-phase, which might be related to 
the fact that less subjects use the tel11)0rary memory once it Is learned. 
Combining this with the fact that all subjects use the IPO temporary memory after the 
first hint, leads to the tentative conclusion that people have to get used to the 
characteristics of this IPO interface. They have to get wind of it. But this is a potential 
dangerous condition. H people do not overcome the mistakes, or do not have 
enough information, they may loose their interest in using the memories or TT, or 
come to the conclusion that they made a bad bargain. 

Thus it seems important for the IPO interface that people know of the existence of 
the memories and their benefit, and that they have the opportunity to learn it. 
Something should be provided in to supply consumers with adequate factual 
knowledge and give them enough guidance to overcome mistakes. A manual with 
many illustrations or even a video-tape are suggestions. 
A real-life experiment as mentioned above could reveal with more certainty whether 
even these conditions are necessary. 

Suggestions for further research are: 
- repeat a similar experiment with a large and heterogeneous sample of subjects. 
- let subjects perform tasks under time-pressure. 
- investigate the use of the memories in someone's own living-room, with his own 
television. 

- repeat a similar experiment and use subjects with TT-experience. 
- find some appropriate mental models to give to subjects, and select the one that 
Is most beneficial to learning TT. The model could be presented in, for instance, 
the manual. 

Apart from the results of the experiment, an il11)0rtant advantage of the IPO interface 
is that direct selection of pages is compatible again with normal decoders. Because 
the Philips interface requires an extra key-stroke after a page-number was entered, 
many people were convinced that their new television-set was defective. 

Appendix 3 gives some more subjective suggestions for the IPO interface, based 
upon observations during the pilot-study and the experiment. 
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Appendix 1. Examples of tasks. 

In the learning phase: 

Temporary memory: 
- What is the recipe today? 

Is there a note from the Consumer-union? 
Is there a police-message? What is It? 

Permanent memory: 
- Choose a page from this list[ .... ) and save It for later reference. 
- Retrieve the page you just choose. 

In the free phase: 

Temporary memory: 
- You are going to pick up a friend from the airport. You know when the plane is due to arrive, but 

you want to know when It is expected. Check also if there is a traffic-jam on your route, and if you 
need an umbrella at the airport. 

Permanent memory: 
- You have just purchased this television-set. You did already subscribe to the Radio-Times, but 

until It arrives you decide to look in Teletext for interesting programs every night. How are you 
going to do this for the ooming two weeks? 
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Appendix 2. Answers given during the Interview. After each statement follows the times it was 
mentioned. 

Phlllps Interface. 

1 . What is your opinion of the directions for use? 

• Can be more slrr1>1e - 1 
* OK- 1 
• Pictures do help - 2 

2. What do you think of the keys on the RC and the TV? 

* Memory keys have double function - 1 
* They function badly - 4 
• Why is an enter-key required? - 1 
* Their meaning is clear - 5 
* Distinction between memory-keys unclear - 1 
• They should be greater - 1 

3. Was the information-bar clear? 

• Place of numbers at first unclear - 1 
* Not that clear- 3 
• Very clear- 1 

4. What do you think of the temporary memory? 

* Would never use it - 2 
• Useful-5 
• Rement>er pages by heart - 1 

5. What do you think of the permanent memory? 

• You can, go back a previous page when watching -1 
• Useful-5 

6. What do you think of the waiting-time? 

• Takes long to wait - 2 
* Irritating - 3 
*OK-2 
• No Indication of "no page• -1 

7. What is your opinion on TT? 

• I prefer a •data-query- - 2 
* Nice-1 
• Provides qulckly infonnatlon - 1 



IPO Interface. 

1. What is your opinion on the directions for use? 

• Clear-5 
• •Repeat•-instruction unclear - 1 
• Unsurveyable - 2 

2. What do you think of the keys on the RC? 

• OK-4 
*Toosman-2 
• Labels give more lnfonnation - 1 
• They function badly - 3 
• Meaning is clear - 2 
• "100"- key is unclear - 2 

( 3. Was the infonnation-bar clear? 

• Looked onty at page-numbers - 3 
• Used as feedback - 1 
• OK-3 
• Crowded-1 

4. What do you think of the te~rary memory? 

• Prefer to remember them - 3 
• Useful- 2 
• Not useful - 2 

5. What do you think of the pennanent memory? 

• Useful-6 
• Leam page-numbers by heart - 1 
• Pref er keying directly - 1 

{ 6. What do you think of the waiting-time? 

• "Wait"-message is useful- 2 
• Takes long-4 
• Doni know if It is the right page - 1 
• Irritating - 2 
• "Self-refreshing" pages are slow - 2 
• Doesnl matter - 1 

7. What is your opinion on TT? 

*Nice-3 
• TT itself (structure/layout) unclear- 2 
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Appendix 3. Some less-well-founded suggestions for the IPO interface and for Teletext use in 
general. 

The following Ideas about the IPO interface are based on comments from the subjects and personal 
opinions from the experimenter. 

1. Subjects sometimes loose track of the cursor or doni know how to get it into view. This happened 
even more often during the pilot-study. As a default, the cursor is not on the screen, and when it is 
placed over a bar (Preference or See next) it isni recognizable as the cursor. 
For potential buyers or novice users of the television this can be an obstruction to using the cursor 
and discovering Its possibilities. Perhaps It is better that the cursor should always be present, 
preferably on a default place, and should keep its same appearance whether it is placed over or 
selecting a number or a bar. For example a rectangle could be used that shapes Itself around these 
objects. 

2. Subjects often refer to the bad functioning of the keys on the RC. This becomes especially 
annoying when a whole series of key-presses must be made, as for control of the cursor. The 
influence of physical aspects of the interface can well be underestimated in the present 
experiment! 
A mouse is a superior device for selection (Vereijken, 1987). Of course, to apply this is an 
Impractical solution for use in a remote-control unit, because the latter is small and flat. Perhaps a 
rolling-ball can be convenient: It works very fast and fairty accurate, fits into a not too shallow remote
control and it certainly attracts the attention of the novice Teletext user or potential buyer of a 
television-set. 

3. Sometimes the memories are not used because subjects rather remember the page-number than 
have to perform several actions with a memory. Can these manipulations perhaps be further 
simplHied? 
When viewing pages from the temporary memory, the cursor is hidden just above the •See next"
bar. The action of lowering the cursor every time to see the next page could be deleted H It already 
was on this bar. This is also mentioned by subjects. Moving the cursor up again requires several 
key-presses anyway. 
It takes several actions before the permanent stored pages are on the screen. The overview is 
retrieved, examined, and some pages are selected. H each press on the •P"-key calls a page from 
permanent memory (in successive, cyclic order just like Teletext pages are broadcasted) the 
procedure is quick, simple, and analogous to the Teletext principle. It is necessary to have the 
pages available in screen-memories, and to leave the decoder continuously updating the pages 
(see also the last suggestion). 

Note: The Matchllne 4 prototype is already equipped with a joystick and a contour-a.Jrsor. 

4. Perhaps the interest of the users can be heightened if the text in the bars is in their native 
language. In the present experiment and in the pilot-study, some subjects express their 
disapproval of Dutch Teletext with English commands. 

5. It takes some time before the subjects understand the benefit they can have from using the 
memories, especially the temporary one. A condition seems to be that they have experienced the 
Teletext disadvantages themselves by using Teletext. Almost all subjects In the experiment at first 
seemed too occupied with discovering Teletext Itself to be concerned with the memories. There 
are some possibilities if the new interface and the decoder are really to be used by consumers: 



- the sales of the "new" decoder should focus on consumers that already had Teletext In their 
previous television-set. 

- the salesman should demonstrate very clearly what the memories are all about. The benefit of 
the permanent memory is obvious to most people, therefore the temporary memory (the 
"scratchpad") deserves most attention. 

- the new interface should offer some extra provisions, of which the use is evident even to novice 
Teletext users. Suggestions are: 
• an alphabetical index of all Teletext-pages, that makes the use of Teletext categories less 

obligatory. Many subjects express their disapproval of the Teletext retrieval system and some 
even suggest an alphabetical subject-index or a data-query. 

• a help-facility. For example a one-page reference as a supplement on the directions for use. 
• a print-facility, as has been available before. This increases the practical use of Teletext. Some 

subjects dislike television and prefer a newspaper. Maybe they also prefer to be able to read 
Teletext messages from paper. 

( 6. The label "100" on the key to alternate between Teletext and television incorrectly suggests that 

( 

this key can always take the user to page 100. To prevent confusion, a different label might be 
considered (for instance "TT/TV"), or the current toggle-function can be divided over two separate 
keys for television and Teletext. 

The experiment gives also rise to some general comments on Teletext use. 

1. Even subjects who understand and use the temporary memory correctly, need to refer regularly to 
index-pages that are not in their wrrent selection, while they view pages from this memory. They 
sometimes forget Information, their attention Is drawn to an interesting topic they didn't think of 
before, or they need more information. Often they need the last seen Index-page again. It could 
be useful to have that index-page, or all eight index-pages, available at a key-press. 

2. Ha list of pages is made up from the permanent memory, there is still a waiting-time before the first 
of these pages appears. If the decoder Is always stand-by to update these pages, they can be 
readily available, provided the screen memory is extended beyond Its current capacity of four 
pages. 
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